The use of Grade of Membership analysis to evaluate and modify diagnosis-related groups.
A classification methodology is presented that can be used to evaluate the heterogeneity of reimbursement categories and service groups in multivariate terms. This methodology, called Grade of Membership analysis, has several properties that are particularly important in such assessments. First, simultaneously with the determination of the multivariate profile of characteristics that describe a group, the methodology determines the degree to which each case is described by that profile, which means that the model can explicitly represent the heterogeneity of individual cases in any derived classification scheme. Second, the estimates of the model's parameters are produced by maximum likelihood procedures; hence, the classification and group descriptions generated by the model can be statistically evaluated. Third, because of the way the group profiles are constructed, the results of the analysis will be reasonably robust to the selection of new samples. The analysis is illustrated using data on hospital discharges for the state of Maryland in 1981. The purpose of the analysis is to examine the association between the patterns of clinical and service attributes identified by the procedures with DRG category assignments.